Transcriptional profiling analysis of individual kinase-deletion strains of fission yeast in response to nitrogen starvation.
Nitrogen starvation (NS) induces sexual development when mating partners are available or enter into quiescent state (G0) in heterothallic background in fission yeast. However, little is known whether the two processes share common signaling molecules or cells defective in the two processes share common transcriptional signatures. To address these questions, we first assessed 77 kinase-deletion strains for NS-induced G0-arrest phenotypes. Our result indicated that 10 out of 77 kinase-deletion strains exhibited defect in G0-arrest, only 3 of which were defective in sexual development based on a previous study, suggesting that the two processes hardly share common signaling components. We subsequently performed transcriptional profiling analysis. Our result indicated that NS-induced transcriptional change was so robust that it prevailed the alteration by individual kinase-deletion alleles. Based on comparison between kinase-deletion strains proficient and deficient in sexual development or G0-arrest, we identified subsets of genes that were associated with sexual development-deficient or G0-arrest-deficient kinase-deletion strains. Multiple pairing analyses allowed grouping of functional related kinases. Furthermore, we showed that Pka1-mediated pathways were required for upregulation of NS-induced genes upon NS and downregulation of the same set of genes under the N-replete conditions. Taken together, our analyses indicate that sexual development and NS-induced G0-arrest are unrelated; and sexual development-deficient and G0-arrest-deficient kinase-deletion strains possess distinct transcriptional signatures. We propose that Pka1 is a key regulator of nitrogen metabolic pathways and Pka1-mediated signaling pathways play roles in regulation of NS-induced genes under both N-depleted and N-replete conditions.